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One of the Outgrowths of the student counter-culture of the late

1960's and 1970's was the emergence of a specifically educational

counter-culture that found a following among members of college and uni-

versity faculties. After peaking in 1971=72, the student protest move-

ment rapidly, subsided in step with the nation's progressive disengagement

from the Vietnamese war, culminating in the abolition of military con-

scription. But as war and militarism declined as dominating issues pro-

yoking campus unrest, counter-culture assaults on'the structure of higher

education sharpened.- Indeed, a more or less coherent it radical" Ideology
. .

of education seemed to have taken root on the nation's campuses, finding

it\ widespread receptivity among faculty members as well as among students.

The experience of The University of New Mexico, thesite of the

investigation reported here, was undoubtedlylfairly typical of the ex-
\

\perience f many state colleges end universities. In the wake of the

student ;counter- culture, faculties tended to become polarized between

those defending traditional academic practices and standards and those

taki ngian "anti-establishment" stand. The struggle between these two

/Ideological tendencies became manifest in the course of frequent and

/ k
often arcimonious debates in faculty bodies around such issues as grading

0

pr ctices, academic regulations, curriculum requirements, student parti-

Ipation in governance, tenure and promotion pOlicies, etc. In the course

/ /

of such debates in faculty meetings, in committees, and in other campus

it
orums, an identifiable "radical" faction in the faculty emerged, with

spokesmen of this faction often articulating eloquent ideological justi-

fications for their positions on academic issues.

sl,";:0
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The emergence'of this "radical" faction and its pattern of behavior

fits rather neatly Smelser's definition of collectiv\ behavior "an unin-

stitutionalized mobilization for action in order to,mt dify one or more kinds

of strain on the basis of a generalized reconstruction f a component of

action." (Smelser, 1962:71). Smelser proposed a biaxial conceptual scheme
_ -

1

consisting of four hierarchically ordered components of social action:

values, norms, role mobilization, and situational facilities. Each of these!
i

components is itself seen as comprising_levels of specification, ranging

from highly\general to concretely specific aspect. In thig'scheme, higher

order components always determine lower order components (e.g., values deter-
,

mine norms, norms determine roles, etc.) and thebnore general-aspects of

components determine'the more specific aspects., However,,determination from

specific to more general levels and from lOwerTorder to higher -order com-

ponents is always problematical. Strain or disorder at any point in this

system stimulates efforts to reconstitute one or more higher levels and/or

components in order to cope with the strain/at a lower level and/or lower

order Component (Smelser, 1962:23-78). Ac ording to Smelser,

Collective behavior invofiies a g neralization'to a high-
level component of action. Like many,other kinds of be-
havior, it is a sear -eh for solutions to conditions of

strain by moving to a more generalized level of resources.
(Smelser, 1962:71)

Smelser goes on to characterize the "critical feature" of collective

behavior as follows:

Having defined the high-level component, people do not
proceed to specify, step by step, down the line to re-
constitute social action. Rather, they develop a belief
which "short-circuits" from a very generalized component
directly to the focus of strain. (Smelser, 1962:71)

Thus, collective liehavior "...compresses several levels of the

cqmponents of action into a single belief, from which specific solutions

are expected to follow" (Smelser, 1962:7.1).



/' 2
i.lthO4gh our eMpiri study may be situated in this paradigm of

colle, .4 e behavior/yonly a few aspects of the. more comprehensive pare-
A

'digm Ole direct utilized. We were specifically interested in specifyr.

ing faLtors predicting receptivity to anti-traditional or "radical" edu-
i I

datio al Aialues on the part of university fa,ulty members. The ultimate

sourc of- strains in the university system may be taken, for our purposes,
, \

ad steblished historically. Perhaps the most important historical in-
/

t4Usions disrupting the traditional equilibrium of the university system

Were associated with the explosive grOwth of enrollments during the decade

of the 1960's. This rapid growth brouht with it .a need for rapidly'ex-

pending faOulties, and hence, for a time, greatly expanded'career oppor-

tunities in the-academic system; it also gave rise to a vigorous student

counter-culture, associated. with major episodes of/collective behavior on

)

the nation's campuses and the intrusion of student power and student COn-
v

stitOencies in the university political arena. After 1971, however, -the

student counter-culture began to wane, and, more significantly-fox our

problem, the academic employment market began to show signs of severe and

prolonged constriction. Thus, the inflated career related expectations

that had been structured by the previous, period of expansion were now

threLtened by an inhospitable employment scene and, for many, by uncertainty

'about the future of the university employment presently held.

These developMents created considerable ambiguity, to use Smelser's
of

.terms, at the level/ "situational facilities." We reasoned that anxieties

induced by this ambiguity would be most acute for those facU ty most mar-

ginally situated with respect to such facilities as tenure, ra k, longevity

or senority in academic employment, and career cir umstances. However, these

sltuatiOnally induced anxieties might still have little potential for in-

ducing collective behavior responses at the level of values and norms so long



as there as still confidence in cop ng with the ambiguous situation by

recourse to the mobilization componett, the next higher-order component

of a ion in Smelser's scheme. Withirespect to "mobilization, a critical /

1va iable would be the perceived potency of old faculty, as opposed to

1dministrators, regents, and external authorities, in university govern-,

iante and policy making. A perceptidn of faculty impotence in the matr4-

of power and decision-making in the university would most directly trigger

a generalization of anxieties to the level of values, i.e., the impatient

leap to the adoption of values hostile to the tradition 1 academic values.

I t

t

governingthe-sYstemseellasthesourceofaincieties., Given the histpri-'

cally structured:ambiguity ''and uncertainty in the university system alluded

to above, marginally situated faculty could be expectet to feel very, re-

motemote from the sources of power affecting their destini s and to see the

faculty collectively as relatively impotent in the p 1 y and decisiion-

making arena. By this reasoning, the causal linkage olif marginal sitluation

to radical academic valuer should be indirect and medi, ted by a sen e of

faculty powerlessness, which would imply a feeling ofi personal powerless -

In In the causal model formulated for purposes of empirical investigation,

the causal variables reflecting situational factors of faculty membirs were

academic longevity (years of academic employment), retige of the aculty

ness as well.
4

The Causal Model

member's field, scholarly productivity, career conti uity (orderly versus

disorderly employment histories), tenure status, and faculty rank. Together

1

with perceived potency of the faculty; -the pivotal intervening vari
j hle,

and academic value orientation, the pivotal endogenous variable, 014se

' situational variables were ordered in a causal scheme. Longevity, restige

7
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a

i
i

of field, and eer icontinuity were considered the.prmal exogenous
. i

\
1

\variable , ith the sequence of dependency of the remaining variables
1

.----------- i

ordered as follows: produ
1

tivity,tenure, rank, perceived faculty
I \ .

i

potency, academic value orientation. While more of the impact of
i

Isituational variables on academic Values orientation, was expected to
1

be mediated by perception of
\

laculiy potency, the model also allowed for
\; ,

,
i

unmediated direct effects of situational variables. Dii4ct influences
i \

1

of social milieu and peer refe\rence groups might be expeOtedto produce

I

: 1

some unmediated effects on valIue orientation. For purposes of path

.

analysis, the model was theref r :fully recursive except; for the omission

I N
of any ,ausal linkage of presti\geof field to tenure andlirank.

I i

Data and
i

Methods
I

Data to test the causal mod1 described above Were
i

obtained by

:

1

i
.

-means of mailed questiOnnaire purvey of ,a systematic (nth interval)

1

i

.
,

sample off University of New Mexico faculty members !in the Spring of 1973. 1

li

i , /'
The Orig nal sample consisted of 181 faculty members

,
116 of Whom /returned

1

,

usable 4ues-onnaires. Of the 36 percent not respOnding, about half wereA " .

on leave from the University or cdti1 ld not be reache!d for other reasons.2

i,.

.

, Measurement of faculty members
I

academic values orientation the-!-, ''''-

. .
,,,

1 ',,

i

pivotal endogenous variable in the model, was accomplished by means, of a-
1i, .

six-step Guttman scale of composite items, i.e., an"H-scale" of the type
i 1

developed byStouffer.(1962,Cfiap 4)\. Each compoS,ite item consists of
--,

'

three distinct attitude items.displaying similar marginal frequencies of I

t

theil scores. Based on an item analysis, agreelitent-Aisagreement ratings
',

on the original'items were. ichotomied into scores o\f-0 or 1, and then
i L

\

: \
\

. .

the composite, items were scored 0 or1 depending on the majority of 0 of
-- -,.

_ \
. .

,

1 scores among the constituent items of the composite set.
1

1

\

/

c..,

-CS \ \



The scores on composite items were then scaled using the Guttman method. The

final scale consisted of 13 original attitude items grouped into five com-
.

\

site scale items, with each of two oriilinal items appearing with different'

cutt g points iti two composite items. These 1 items consisted, of ideplogical_

proposi ions or value-loaded beliefs to wkch respondents could indicate degrees

of a;:reme t or disagreement. An attempt Was made to formulate Ideological or

value - loaded statements which reflected three und rlying themes differentiating

0. .

traditional and radical academic .4lues; these th mes are (1) professionalism

\ k
.

,

versus radical egallEarianism, -(2) objectivity ver.us/political commitment, and
,..,.

(3) positivism versus personalism. ... ..':,:

,

i, -

A,k
.

t, :1 ,N.,
'1%, .

The first of these themes counterposes
N!
the

..

tAd\ical's egalitarian position
,

....

on competency to the competitive and stratified murltocraCy,of the traditional
41- 1\

academy. In the traditional academy, the acquisitidn\Pf a body of knpwledge
I

':
and technical skills is considered thefoundation of professionalism and the

proper basis for claims to competence. The radical position denies the

'timacy of this differentiation and certification on the basis of technical and

knowledge mastery and, instead, maintains that competence in communication and

criticism of a body of knowledge is not limited to any specially certified group.

The radical envisions the university as a "learning community" of-equals, much

like a sensitivity group where leaders and followers are undifferentiated and where

anyone's contribution is just as valid s that of.anyon e\ else:,

In a general sense, the second them expresse a dichotomy between science
s

as the objective'search for truth and'sc ence as ideology. The radical position

'owngrades or dellies the premise that val d knowledge rests upon impersonal methods

of verification, and instead, views the established enterprise of science and

education as the ideological weapon of a ruing class or Privileged elite. For

them, the good society will not come about as\a result of he growth of objective

9



knWledge, but rather will come from the " etermined will of men of

convictions about the best social structure." (arnegie Commission, 1973:85).

Zn this view, human problems can be de'1t with.on y by reconstruction;

knowledges and "truthd" are therefore political w apons of eit4r the old or new

orders0

The third theme, positiv'sm versus personalis , focuses on the pedagogical

methods by which knowledge is :aught. The tra4itio

human behavior is patterned and socially organized,

criteria by which the performances of individuals ca be judged. In contrast,
,

\

the radicals deny the validity of universallistic cat ria and insist on res-
\ \ i

-
, k

pecting the diffuse totality of personal experience. They hold that the
/

.

/ \

unique, creative aspects of human beli vior cannot be c ptured by standardized

the application of standardized and uanti-

fied criteria to human beings, therefore, is not only 'nadequate, it is ill giti-.7

11mate. While the academic traditions ist insists on imp rsonal evaluation o

positionposition is that, since

here are,unive'isalistic

tests or judged by specific criteria.

specific. educational performances and capacities, the r dical holds that edu

cation should facilitate the s -realization of the di fuse individual ?otential.

/7
To the extent that indi s of these themes displayed internal tonsist ncy

, there was,reason to \
/

assume that we had tapped a dimension of ideological orientation, which is deJi

fined by Ladd and Lipset (1975:38) as consisting of a "....quasilogically inter

\

and reliably ordered faculty respondents on a continuu

i'elated system of ideas." Elaborating by means\of they Liken ideology to

. . .a patchwork guild in which the individual-policy items are the
patches. .Lik'd'a quilt, an ideology is more th n the sum of its patches;
it is the patches bound together--"constraine '--in a specified -and
ordered arrangement. (Ladd and Lipset, 1975: 8);.

. I

Although no precise mix was achieved, all three value themes discussed abolie

were reflected to some degree in the 13 items incorporated into the Academic! Values

scale. As 'illustrated by the two items reproduced below, some of the itemsLti le in

.,
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the form of ideologiCally loaded beliefi and others are straightforward

jdeological propositions,

The hierarchical systew of tenure is an elitist distinction whose
real purpose is to protect the academic power structure:

The university should be viewed primarily as a learning community
-of equals And a model of human relations for a better society.

I is interesting that all but one of the items in the best scale obtained

rrom the original battery of 22 items were statements of radical beliefs;

apparently, respondents could orient themselves to statements articulating

a ti...-establishment positions more consistently-than to expres ons of

\
traditional values. Upon ,reflection, this should not be too surprising,

ofr

'since long establighed vales and ideological positions yore known and

/accepted implicitly; they re take for granted in the normal course of

' events, until brought into focus by Lhe\challenge oaf contradictory values.
/
/

The scale was originally devel ped from respOnses obtained from a
,

1 \ .

-

selected sample of graduate audents
1
whose ideologicalpositions on the

\ ''''
, Q

radical-traditional axis were'known.\ When the scale Was
,

applied to xes-
\

ponses obtained in the faculty survey, the scale reproducibility was a

, surprisingly high 98 percent.
\

//

Data on faculty members' percept Ton of faculty power in university

affairs was obtained by responses to the following question:.

Do you feel that faculty/members have an adequate voice in
university....dectSions and policies?

Responses were coded as more than adequate, adequate, or less than adequate.

Taken at face value, responses to this question indicate the faculty member's

;
perception of the collective capacity of the faculty to influence and control

the university environment, but it would also tend to reflect the respondent's

sense of his own potency for mobilizing faculty resources in coping with

tensions and uncertainties in his universl.ty environment. In any case, a

1i
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perceptiOn .of poWerlessness of the faculty collectively implies

that the respondentl himself feels powerless to exert control over his

university situation)`.

1

Turning to the AitRational variables of the model, faCulty.members'

current tenure status\and academic rank were readily acerta'ned. Pro-

ductivity was measure by means of a weighted index of the number cif

papers presented at prbfessional meetings, articles and monographs in

profesaional publications, and scholarly books published. Academic

logevity was measured in terms of the number of years of employment in

faculty ranks. Prestig of the faculty member's field W3S measured by a

.

score reflecting the ranC order position of the faculty member's field in,
I

a distribution oe,mean a nual salaries of teaching faculty in 18 academic,

fields (Dunhim, et.al. 1966:171).

The measurement of! the remaining-variable, career continuity, in-

Ived some somewhat more complex operations. The career patterns of

fa ulty members were poded ishrelatively orderly" or "relatively dis-

orde ly," using a somewhat modified version of the coding scheme given by

Wilens y (1961:524-526). Following Wilensky, a downwardly mobile work-

life or isorderly career was defined as a pattern of either functionally

non-relat\ jobs and/or a non-hierarchical sequence of jobs. An orderly

career was r fined as a succession of functionally rel t d jobs and/or

educational 1 els through which the person moved in an ordered hier-

ar:hical sequen e Data on respondents' work and educational histories,

from the time of aduation from high school, were evaluated by two

independent coders a plying these criteria. The North-Hatt occupational

prestige scale was uses'se to assess hierarchical ranking of occupations,

and determination of rec 1procity of occupation. and education was based on

12
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'Whether skill*or experience'gained in one area were related. to sub-

---a-equent-joba-oi7education.

Although career continuity is not a variable reflecting situation,

in the university or academic System-in-quite the -same sense_as_the

other indepeddent variables, it does serve to distinguish those having a
.

tathdr tenuous or precaiou's-career-hold in the academic system from thoseFe

. .

who have experienced a more or,less unbroken succession of successes up.
4 1

the established career ladder. Wilensky (1961) found that persons-with

-.

a derly careers are more Socially active, are better integrated into
t .._

social networks, and experience greater social rewards. We Couldithere-
, .

,

fore expect that faCfil,,, ty
-
members with-orderly careers would tend to-re-

- . - ,

.

,gard thtmselves and their coheagues ag efficacious in university affairs

and to be supportive of the values.,,,and norms of the system that rewards

. them.' Those with marginal career histories, on .the other hand, would be

more 'likely to feel rather powetless and be more open to a radical recon-

stitution of the values governing-the aCademic system.'

ANALYSIS

The correlation coefficients shoWn In Table 1 provided-the basic data

for a path analysis of the model proposed aliove.4 'filthily, a fully re-

cursive model, with the variables sequenced in the manner described earlier,

was analyzed with a view to trimming and simplifying the model. All paths

in the fully recurs4ve system whose coefficients failed to exceed the one-

tail .10 level of statistical significance were,trimmeMrom. the model.

Including the two paths onAheoretical rounds at the outset, a total of

11 paths were deleted.5

With these paths trimmed_, the revised model Was analyzed, as shown

,in Figure 1. The recomposed of "model predicted" zero-order correlation

are shown in the second column of Table 1. A summary of effects of the

13



\ lABLE 1:-NOSERVED AND

ACADEMIC VALUES with

NODLL-PREDICTLD CORRELATIONS

Obseryed Recomposed
'Correlation Correlation

;-

FACULTY POWER .813 .813

FACULTY-RANK .233 .233
PRODUCTIVITY .263 .229*

TENURE STATUS .429 433*
LONGEVITY .429 .429
PRESTIGE OF FIELD .232 .191*
CAREER CONTINUITY .547 .551

/
FACULTY POWER PERCEPTION with

FACULTY RANK .319 .329*
TENURE STATUS .491 .487
PRODUCTIVITY .235 .267*
-LONGEVITY, .444 .444
PRESTIGE OF FIELD .250 .243
CAREER CONTINUITY .580 :580

FACULTY RANK with ;

TENURE STATUS'
PRODUCTIVITY
LONGEVITY
RRESTi6E-OF -FIELD

CAREER CONTINUITY

.497 .438*

.570, .570

.694 .694
-.079 -.063*
.197 .168*

TENURE STATUS with

PRODUCTIVITY .341 .315*
LONGEVITY .627 ;627
PRESTIGE OF FIELD- -.014 -:044*
CAREER CONTINUITY .282 .282

PRODUCTIVITY-with

LONGEVITY
PRESTIGE OF FIELD
CAREER CONTINUITY

ACADEMIC LONGEVITY with

PRESTIGE OF FIELD
CAREER CONTINUITY

PRESTIGE OF FIELD with

CAREER CONTINUITY

.489 .489

.077. - .077

.232 .163*

-.159
.217

.326

li'Path-batween variables deleted in trimmed model.

14
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.086

Y
ACADEMIC PRODUC-
LONdEVITY

PRESTIGE /
csi OF FIELD

CAREER
CONTINUITY

FACULTY

POWER
.701

TENURE

ACADEMIC

VALUES*

* Academic Values scale:
low a radical orientation,
high a-traditional orien-
tation.

FIGURE 1: PATH DIAGRAM OF DETERMINANTS OF ACADEMIC VALUES
ORIENTATION OF FACULTY MEMBERS

15
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF EFFECTS BEARING ON-PERCEPTION' OF FACULTY POWER'
* 4

Indirect Effects*
InFlependent Direct Mediated Shared with Shared with Shared with \ : R composed Observed
Variable effects b TENURE LONGEVITY PRESTIGE/FIELD CAREER CONTIN. Spurious Correlation Correlation

RAI* ----** .329 .329 ..318

TENURE ,.230 .257 .487 .491

PRODUCTIVITY ----** .267 .'267 .235

LONGEVITY .235 ,.I37 -.025 .097 .444 .444

PRESTIGE OF FIELD' .156 -.059 .146 .243 .250

CAREER CONTINUITY .414 .035 .081 .051 .581 .580'

* Mediated effects are causal indirect effects. Shared effects reflect correlaiion'with another exogenous
variable; shared effects mediated by tenure are included in the accounting for shared effects.

** Path deleted in model trimming.
i



Independent
'Variable

TABLE 3:

.

\Direct
effects

SUMMARY OF EFFECTS BEARING ON ACADMIICcVALUES ORIENTATION

Indirect Effecti;
.

Recomposed
correlation

Observed

correlation

Mediated by
FAC-POWERa

Shared effects
b

Via'FAC-POWER

.

Other

indirect' Spurious

FACULTY POWER

FACULTY RANK

TENURE STATUS

PRODUCTIVITY

. LONGEVITY

PRESTIGE OF FIELD

CAREER CONTINUITY

\.701

-1-.150

...7_,A,

d.

,..

.195;-

d

..128

.161

.260

.109

.314
, ,,

.051-

.062 k ..

.092
..

.

,.

\

,.'

-.046

-.076

.021

----I

)1/7 ,
/ ,

.112

.383

.272

.275

/'

/

.813

.233

.433

.229

.429,

.

.192

.551'

.813

.233

..429

.263

.429

.232'

'.547

/4:,/a Sum of indirect causal effects of exogenous variables on Acduemic Values as mediated by perception of
faculty power, including effects also mediated by Tenure/.

b
Shared effects reflect correlation with another exoggl;t/s variable; all such effects that are mediated by
perception of Faculty Power are summed.

Sum of all indirect effects not mediated by perception of Faculty Power and not defined by the model
as spurious.

d
Path deleted in model trimming. 6
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independent variables is presented iii' Tables 2 \and 3,7\ The results

Of the-analysis of the trimmed'uodel showed that two- hirds of the var-

iance in Academic Values was accounted for. AS-, ct d, perception of

Faculty- .,Power, which we regarded as referring to the r e mobilizatid

component of Smelser's action scheme, turns out to-be t e \keiintervening

variable Mediating the effects of all the situational va les except

Productivity and Rank. Nearly half of the variance of pe Ceived Faculty:

Power is accounted for by the remaining situational variab s -with

:Career Continuity accounting 'for half of the total explained v riance.

The fact that perceived FacUlty-Power accounts for more 'than OP percent

of the lirge explained variance in Academic Values,-but with much leSs

of its'own ariance accOunted'for by the situational variables, sug-
-

, gests a possible weakuess.in the model. Evidently other variibles

, .

reflecting situation or perhaps pirticipation:in the: academic system

would be required to render a more satisfactoryyabcounting for variation

in perceptiohs of faculty power. It might fi,e' noted that some participa-

tion variables on which we did collect data, spch as service on univer-

sity committees, did not prove out.

We were also somewhat perplexed by the behavior of some of the situ-

ational variables. Productivity, for example, was found to have virtually

no effect on either Tenure oron perception of Faculty Power, and only a

relatively modest effect on Rank. Tenure, in. turn, had no appreciable

direCt effect on Rank; since both Rank and Tenure are both strongly

related to a common antecedent variable, ,Longevity. Furthermore, contrary

to our initial expectations, Rauk did not produce the same kinds of effects

as Tenure and Longevity; Rank proved to have virtually no effect on percep-

tion of Faculty Power and produced a weak but nevertheless a very definite
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inverse effect on Academic Values. In otherwords, there to
.

.

be actually a slightly increased probability Of embracing radical

-12--

academ .lues the higher one's academic rank, without any implications
1 . .\

1

.of feelings of powerlessness or situational anxiety. We were *deed

aware of specific cases,of secure and prestigious full professo
\
s playing

a prominent role in the radical faction on our own campus, but ipression-
.

...! .i:,

1

istically these examples seemed isol /ated and, not' indicative of any general

tendency.

Since" Rank is itself.. so heavily depend on Longevity, the results

present us with the curious pictur ,of Longevity simultaneously exerting
/

a positive influence on AcademicI1slues both directly and indirectly
1

through Tenure and FaCulty POwer,.but a small inverse effect on Academic
/

Values when mediated by Rank.'

Apart from this minor anamoly, however, the causal picture is clear.

Perception of Faculty Power, i.e., the perceived potential of faculty role

mobilization for coping with problems in the university environment is

44
conditioned'by the faculty member's longevity in academic, employment, his

career continuity, tenure status, and, though of lesser importance,

the relative prestige of his academic field-. Receptivity to radical

academic ideology is therefore shown to be heavily contingent upon the

faculty member's lack of faith in the collective)faculty s
tr

capacity to

significant/1 influence academic policies and decisions, which perception

implies a feeling of personal powerlessness in the academic setting as well.

This sense of powerlessness is, in turn, contingent to a considerable degree

upon marginality with respect to''certain facilizies important in the academ-

ic system, such as being a relatively new arrival in the system, probationary

status (no tenure), being in a relatively lcw prestige field, and having a

2?
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rAther chequered or disorderly career history. As our results show,

with the exception /'f the anomalous effects of Rank referred to above,

only Longevity and Career Continuity were shown to have more than

negligible direct effects on Academic Values un ediated by sense of

faculty potency. The,total picture of the indirect effects of the

three exogenous variables is, however, tomewhatImuddied by the extent.

to which they are intercorrelated. The correlation between Frestige of

-
Field and Career Continuity is especially sizable with -the consequence

- that nearly half nf the decomposed effects of Prestige of Field on

`Academicvalues can only be interpreted as "shared" with Career Conan-
;

uiiy. Even so, only a trivial loss in explained.variancin Academic.

Values can be traced to effects shared among the three exogenous vari-
1.- ti

iables and therefore not amenable to unamiguous causal interpretation.

Together with Tenure, academic Longevity and Career, Continuity stand

out clearly as the principal situational variables bearing on percep-

tion of Faculty.Ower'and, through Faculty Power, on Academic Values.
. ).

Fdr'gurely pragmatic prgafctive purposes, certainly Productivity and

possibly Rank could be excluded from the model shown here with negligible

loss in explanatory power and a gain in simplicity. We chose to leave

these-two-variables in the picture for purposes of this presentation in

order to show how little thee two 'factors, usually considered of such high

impprtance in academic life, are actually related to tenure status, percepL

tion of faculty potency, and academic ideology--at least, at one state

university.

23
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Discussion

The investigation reported here has the obvious limitation of

...,-

representing.one_gOversity only. Since our survey was undertaken,
4%)

Ladd and Lipset (1973;1975) have published findings froffi.two surveys..

of national samples of college and university faculty members, the

Carnegie Commission survey', of 60,000 faculty members in 1969 and their

own follow-up survey conducted in 1972. While the scope and focus of

these very elaborate national surveys differed considerably from our

local mint-survey', s)me points of comparison are worth mentioning.

The main 'thrust of the Ladd and Lipset study,was to identify factors

associated with the receptivity of faculty members to unionism and col-
t

lective bargaining. While faculty nnionization'obviously has some ele-

ments of collective behavior, in the sense defined by Smeller, it is per-

haps a more pragmatic response to situational strains, in contrast to

the ideologically focused response of a "radical" movement which aims at

the reconstitution of the university system at the very highest level

of values and goals. Organization for collective bargaining constitutes
of

a more specific reconstitution/role mobilization, with perhaps some modi-

fications in the normative compondnt but with relatively little ramification.

at the level of values; unionization represents more a problem-solving

action than the impatient leapto faith which characterizes a "movement."

In spite of the differences in'focus and in empirical indicators em-

ployed there is some congruence between our findings and those published by

Ladd and Lipset. They found that, generally, those faculty members'most

marginallly situated indicated the greatest receptivity to unionization,

specifically:

Faculty employed in the lower tier of academe--in terms of scholar-
ly prestige, financial resources, and economic benefit, and those
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who are in the lower ranks,: who lack tenure, and who are younger,
are much more likely to favor organized collective action (Ladd
and Lipset, 1975:251).

General ideological (political) Orientation was also found to be of con-

siderable importance,-with those favoring unionization tending strongly

to "perceive themselves ns being on the politiCal left, have backed

liberal candidates, hold liberal attitudes on a variety of community

political issues . . ." (Ladd and Lipset, 1975:251).

With respect to specifically educational and academic values, there

ware also some findings of the Ladd and Lipset study that are at least

tangential to those of our own study. They found, for example, that those'

favoring unionism also tended to favor compensatory academic programs for

blacks, be sympathetic to campus activism, and wanted change in the govern-

ance system in order to increase faculty power (Ladd and Upset, 1975:251)

However, several indicators congruent with-e,ur perception of faculty power

variable proved to be "notably less" predictive of receptivity to unionism

than the indicators of general ideological orientation (Ladd and Lipset,

1975:256-7).

It seems likely to us that while there is certainly a large overlap

between those we have characteriz,2d as academic radicals and those Ladd'and

Lipset have identified as favOrable to organized collective bargaining, the

potential supporters of unionization probably include many faculty members

who, though politically liberal, are still relatively conservative in their

academic values. On the other hand, in spite of the egalitarian thrust of

trade union ideology, unionism is probab144too narrowly focused in its

goals and too "bureaucratic" in its mode of operation to suit the fully

ideological academic radical. This might well underlie tb.e-apparently

blurred relationship between faculty power positions and academic values

to attitudes on unionization.

2b
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Footnotes

1

Data were collected by, Suzanne Vaughn for her Master's Thesis in

sociology (Vaughn, 1975). The use of the data for the present study

involved someOlat different theory and methodology than that employed

in the thesis.

2 Refusals were somewhat disproportionately f younger, faculty, some

----a whom exhibited openly paranoid fears concerning the purposes of

the survey and the uses that questionnaire information might be put.

3

Others cooperated only after repeated and emphatic assurances on

these points.

Due to space limitations, a complete, description of the scale is not'

presented here, but is'available on request.

earson correlation and regression was used even though some variables

are measured on ordinal rather than interval scales. Path analysis using

ordinal measures of association, following the rationale advanced by Smith

(1972;1974), did not yield 'substantially different results.

4P
5
The eleven deleted paths are: Prestige of Field to Tenure, Rank; and

Academic values; Career Continuity to Productivity and Rank; Productivity

to Tenure, Faculty Power, and Academic Values; Tenure to Rank and Academic

Values; Rank to Faculty Power.

.26
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